Chapter 5

Model-aware Monitoring of SOAs for
Compliance
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Abstract Business processes today are supported by process-driven service oriented architectures. Due to the increasing importance of compliance of an organization with regulatory requirements and internal policies, there is a need for appropriate techniques to monitor organizational information systems as they execute business processes. Event-based monitoring of processes is one of the ways to provide
runtime process-state information. This type of monitoring, however, has limitations
mostly related to the type and amount of information available in events and process
engines. We propose a novel approach – model-aware monitoring of business processes – to address these limitations. Emitted events contain unique identifiers of
models that can be retrieved dynamically during runtime from a model-aware repository and service environment (M ORSE). The size of the events is kept small and
patterns of events that signify interesting occurrences are identified through complex event processing and are signaled to interesting components such as a business
intelligence. To illustrate our approach we present an industry case study where we
have applied this generic infrastructure for the compliance monitoring of business
processes.

5.1 Introduction
Business compliance, i.e., the conformance of an organization’s business activities
and practices with existing laws (cf. [16, 19, 34, 42]), regulations (cf. [4, 26, 27])
and its own internal policies, is a major concern of today’s business community.
However, these compliance concerns frequently change, making it hard to systematically and quickly accommodate new compliance requirements. The COMPAS
project [15] aims to design and implement novel models, languages, and an architecTa’id Holmes · Emmanuel Mulo · Uwe Zdun · Schahram Dustdar
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tural framework to ensure dynamic and on-going compliance of software services to
business regulations and stated user service-requirements. In this chapter we present
part of the results from this project related to runtime monitoring of compliance in
process-oriented systems.
Business processes are today supported by process-driven service oriented architectures (SOA). A business process comprises a collection of related, structured activities within or across organizations, that produce a specific service or product for
a particular customer. Process-driven SOAs aim to increase productivity, efficiency,
and flexibility of an organization, by aligning high-level business processes with
applications supported by information technology. Such architectures constitute a
process (or workflow) engine that orchestrates services to realize activities in a business process [24]. In an enterprise scale process-driven SOA, moreover, there exist
multiple business processes and process instances that are interacting with different
external entities at runtime (e.g., services, databases).
While business processes are primarily aimed at creating an output for a specified
consumer, one of the other objectives that they realize is providing an auditable asset with which an organization can demonstrate its fulfillment of compliance regulations [23]. Monitoring process-driven SOAs (process instances) at runtime enables
a diagnosis of process states, and therefore, provides the necessary information regarding the fulfillment of compliance requirements in the business processes. Please
note that in the context of this work such compliance requirements are specified in
terms of models (cf. [6]). Also the processes are generated from models. Thus, for
the development of process-driven SOAs with compliance concerns model-driven
engineering is used.
A typical monitoring solution consists of an external component to which events
are sent – these events are recorded in audit logs (files) that can later be analyzed
to identify anomalies in system behavior [29, 30, 33, 35]. Monitoring solutions that
leverage complex event processing (CEP) techniques, perform an online analysis
of streams of events as they happen [21, 31, 38]. These CEP-based solutions are
able to deduce high-level events, i.e., events that represent certain semantics in a
special domain, through analyzing patterns and properties of the events emitted by
monitored components.
In the context of monitoring business processes with such event-based monitoring
solutions, some limitations need to be addressed:
• When designing such solutions, it is hard to foresee all kinds of monitoring information needed during process execution. An event captures the state of the
process execution at a point in time, whereas for monitoring purposes we are interested in the entire process, i.e., a wider perspective. Moreover, due to changes
of requirements, the monitoring components need to consider additional information that is not transmitted with the events.
• Event-based monitoring solutions usually receive very large amounts of events.
Due to the amounts of system resources consumed with this type of monitoring,
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it is usually only feasible to process a limited number of events together. Moreover, it is often not feasible to embed large amounts of data in an event message,
such as a model together with all its related models.
We propose a novel approach, model-aware, event-based monitoring of business processes at runtime. The monitoring is model-aware in the sense, that it can access and
reflect on process models at runtime. High-level events (that correspond to business
events), containing references to the process models, are recognized from low-level
process events using complex event processing techniques. The model references
enable runtime retrieval and reflection on the original process models. As a consequence, the size of the events is kept small, and (new) models and model elements
can be considered during monitoring. We apply our approach in the context of monitoring for compliance of business processes. We demonstrate this through a mobile
number portability case study.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 5.2 presents a motivating scenario to highlight the issues that arise during monitoring for compliance and how our
approach aims to address them. Section 5.3 gives an overview of our approach and
presents the details on the architecture we use to realize this approach. Section 5.4
presents an industry case study to evaluate our approach, Section 5.5, discussions,
Section 5.6, related work, and finally, conclusions in Section 11.5.

5.2 Motivating Scenario
In this section, we present a scenario to illustrate issues that arise while monitoring
for compliance in an organization’s business processes. The scenario is based on
mobile number portability (MNP) in mobile telecommunication companies.
Mobile telecommunication companies, usually referred to as Cell Phone Operators
(CPOs), provide voice and data services to their subscribers. A CPO may operate in
a single country or have branches in several countries. Inhouse services are offered
by the CPO to manage all the subscribers and their stipulated contracts. Moreover
each subscriber is usually able to view private information regarding their contract,
or public information regarding services offered by the CPO. Not all CPOs have
their own telecom infrastructure – some of them rent the network services from big
telecom companies and provide a service to subscribers. Such a CPO is referred to
as a Virtual Operator (VOs).
In an MNP scenario, a subscriber has the right to keep their mobile telephone number when switching between CPOs [9]. According to various National and European
Union (EU) regulations (cf. [18]), MNP is one of the mandatory services a CPO
must provide to its subscribers. The MNP procedure is regulated with the aim of allowing the subscribers to freely select the best CPO according to their requirements,
without having to change their contact number. Therefore, one of the primary compliance concerns for a CPO as they are implementing MNP procedures is to satisfy
national and EU rules and regulations.
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There are essentially two steps in the MNP process. The subscriber wishing to port
his number contacts the so-called recipient network, i.e., the CPO who shall be
their new provider. The recipient network then executes the porting. This step of
executing the porting involves a number of sub-activities, including contacting the
donor network (i.e., the subscriber’s current CPO), performing the porting, possibly
charging the subscriber, and making a payment to the donor network. A number of
issues are regulated in this process. Table 5.1 shows examples of MNP regulations
in Austria [9].

Table 5.1: MNP regulations in austria [9]
Compliance/Regulatory Issue

Example of Implementation

Porting Charges

Donor network allowed to charge maximum C19 porting fees. Recipient network
allowed to charge subscriber C4 – C15.

Speed of Porting

Porting should take maximum 3 days.

Porting Initiator

Porting initiated by recipient network.

In order to monitor compliance in this scenario, an event-based monitoring solution would transmit a number of events that together reflect occurrence of activities like Request Number Porting and Execute Number Porting. These events
may, additionally, contain information to identify details like the subscriber number,
the subscriber’s geographical location, and the donor network. In this scenario we
can illustrate some of the limitations we attempt to address in this work.
• We are not able to embed all information in individual events, for example,
which compliance regulation may have been violated. In our scenario, a compliance violation may occur due to the Execute Number Porting activity,
whereby the porting of the number took longer than the three (3) days permitted
by regulations. This activity is detected by correlating a number of low-level
events through CEP techniques. Even then, the complex event processing engine only correlates the events. We would need another source for more detailed
information concerning the compliance regulations.
• Such business processes are considered long-running and may take many hours
or days for completion. For event-based monitoring solutions, maintaining a history of the entire process execution state for every process instance could consume a large amount of resources. Therefore, the monitoring of events would
be performed within limited time windows to save on resources. In this case,
we would need an external source to deduce information concerning the entire
process.
• Some activities within the business processes, for example Charge Customer,
may occur in other business processes and contexts. When we present moni-
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toring information, however, we would like to know in exactly which of the
processes and context this violation occurred.
With our proposed solution, we address some of the limitations stated here. More
details of this scenario and how we apply our approach are given in the case study
section (Section 5.4). First, we give details of the approach in Section 5.3.

5.3 Model-Aware Event-Based Monitoring
In this section, we present our approach for model-aware, runtime monitoring of
business processes in a process-driven SOA. It is based on monitoring and processing of events, coupled with runtime access to business process models and annotating models. We first present an overview of the approach and then elaborate on this
overview in subsequent sections.

5.3.1 Approach Overview
Before we present some parts of the architecture in more detail, we first provide
an overview of our approach. For model-aware monitoring, we propose our ModelAware Repository and Service Environment (M ORSE) [25] and an event monitoring
and processing infrastructure. Our approach comprises the following steps:
• For the design and development of processes we apply model-driven development (MDD). We use a view-based modeling framework [43] to design process
models and generate WS-BPEL [37] (BPEL) code. We propose to store these
process models in a model repository, and require that each model and model
element is uniquely identifiable.
• During code generation we embed traceability information into the BPEL processes for relating the code with original models that we make identifiable by
unique identifiers, i.e., UUIDs [28].
• The BPEL process, instrumented with traceability information, contains a
BPEL extension for transmitting low-level events, e.g., for process invocation,
containing traceability information.
• The low-level events are processed by a complex event processing engine. Business events are recognized and raised.
• An interested component consumes the business events and provides for adaptation, compensation, or synchronization.
We illustrate our approach in Figure 5.1. Business processes, represented as process models, are at the center of our approach. We propose to store these process
models (1) in a model repository that can be queried (7a and 8a). Each process
model and element in the repository is identifiable by a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) [28]. The model repository manages and versionizes models and model
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instances. Additional information about related models or models in other versions
can be discovered by querying the repository.
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Fig. 5.1: Overview of the approach

In a generation step (2), traceability information is embedded into the process definition. That is, the process and the process elements are linked in the code via UUIDs
to the models. After this model-to-code transformation an executable form of a business process, such as BPEL [37], is provided to a process engine (3). Each process
execution essentially orchestrates different business activities to realize the entire
process. In order to monitor a process execution (4), we monitor the progress of each
process instance through events that are emitted by the process engine (5). Within
these events, we embed the UUIDs of the instance’s process model. Events emitted
by the process engine are considered low-level events. In order to detect events at a
business level, complex event processing techniques are applied (6). Business events
containing, among other things, the relevant UUIDs are passed on to a component,
say business intelligence (BI) component, that can perform subsequent retrieval and
reflection on the process models (7a and 8a). For accessing instance data, we assume
the process engine also exposes an interface for querying (7b).
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In the following sections we present the details of our model-aware, event-based
monitoring approach.

5.3.2 Model-Aware Repository and Service Environment
In our approach we aim at addressing the problem of monitoring and analyzing business processes to identify compliance violations through M ORSE1 . For the processes
and the compliance concerns we use dedicated models. These models are used in
the model-driven development (MDD) process and related to during runtime. Thus,
information on a process such as stored in control-, orchestration-, or informationview models [43] and annotating compliance models is stored in and managed by
M ORSE that allows for the storage and retrieval of M ORSE objects such as models,
model elements, model instances, and other MDD artifacts. It offers read and write
access to all artifacts at runtime and design time. Moreover, it stores relationships
among the MDD artifacts, e.g., model-relationships such as instance, inheritance,
and annotation relations. Moreover, the M ORSE repository provides versioning capabilities not only to MDD artifacts, but also to their relationships. This way, models
can be manipulated at runtime of the client system with minimal problems regarding
maintenance and consistency. New versions and old versions of the models can be
maintained in parallel, so that old model versions can be used until all their model
instances are either deleted or migrated to the new model version.
Figure 5.2 shows the internal architecture of M ORSE. The model repository exposes
all its functionality as Web services which ease the integration of M ORSE into
service-oriented environments. The services can be consumed by various clients,
e.g., design tools, administrative clients, monitoring services, or services that provide for adaptation. Thus, M ORSE supports the development of models during
design-time and allows for the retrieval of models at runtime.
5.3.2.1 Model-Traceability for Process-Driven SOAs
With M ORSE we follow a model-driven approach. That is, we apply model-to-code
transformation for the generation of process code, deployment artifacts, and monitoring directives. For this the process models and annotating models such as a compliance metadata model are processed by a transformation template. During this
step we embed traceability information into the generated code so that the original
model(s) can be related to during runtime. As MDD artifacts in M ORSE repositories
are identifiable by UUIDs, the traceability information uses these UUIDs as well.
Thus, the generator automatically weaves references into the generated source code
or configuration instructions, so that the corresponding models can be identified and
accessed from the running system.
For the traceability of models in process-driven SOAs we propose an extension for
BPEL. Figure 5.3 shows an excerpt of a BPEL process2 with a BPEL extension
1
2

http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/prototype/morse
For simplicity reasons most XML namespaces have been omitted.
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Fig. 5.2: M ORSE architecture

for mapping code elements of the BPEL process to M ORSE object identifiers. The
traceability element, that indicates the UUID of the build as an attribute, is a
sequence of rows that maps BPEL elements to the uuids of corresponding M ORSE
objects. The XML Path Query Language (XPath) [5] is chosen as the default query
language for selecting the XML elements of the BPEL code. For extensibility, an
optional queryLanguage attribute, that has the same semantics as in BPEL (cf. Section 8.2 of [37]), can specify an alternative query language or XPath version.
Note that this traceability information can annotate any XML based target code and
can often be supplied as an inline extension3. It can also be supplied exogenously
within a separate file. As a consequence, our approach is not limited to BPEL but
can applied to other process languages as well.

5.3.3 Event Monitoring and Processing
In M ORSE each model and model-element is identifiable by a UUID. These are
embedded as traceability-links in the process definition as discussed in the previous section. During process execution, events are emitted by the process engine, for
example, an activity starts, a database is accessed, etc. Whereas the events emitted
by the process engine are considered low-level events, we are interested in business related events. Business events cannot be observed directly – rather, they are
derived by observing and aggregating patterns of low-level events, through certain
processing rules. Therefore, in addition to monitoring, events are processed to iden3

Supposed that such extensibility is provided with an any element in the XML schema.
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<process name="NumberPortabilityProcess">
<extensions>
<extension mustUnderstand="yes"
namespace="http://xml.vitalab.tuwien.ac.at/ns/morse/traceability.xsd"/>
</extensions>
<import importType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
namespace="http://xml.vitalab.tuwien.ac.at/ns/morse/traceability.xsd"
location="http://xml.vitalab.tuwien.ac.at/ns/morse/traceability.xsd"/>
<morse:traceability build="ec46dcdc-3f81-4dec-b437-8da5269ad334">
<row query="/process[1]"
queryLanguage="urn:oasis:names:tc:wsbpel:2.0:sublang:xpath1.0">
<uuid>65130c63-dda7-4193-9bac-fe7eda9f38b9</uuid>
<uuid>2e3261fc-452c-4b55-8c77-fc4aaac29ddf</uuid>
<uuid>9a7f6681-2616-4797-9510-0c5cd126b24c</uuid>
<uuid>11194fb5-3b9f-4507-a3a0-6b3f7e8e146a</uuid>
</row>
<row query="/process[1]/sequence[1]/receive[1]">
<uuid>0e4bc6b8-8f28-4e0d-a8f7-ebf99bf95b62</uuid>
</row>
<row query="/process[1]/sequence[1]/invoke[2]">
<uuid>8b62c1ef-2c12-41f3-a660-dae82c6168dc</uuid>
</row>
</morse:traceability>
<sequence>
<!-- ... //-->
</sequence>
</process>

Fig. 5.3: BPEL process with an extension for M ORSE traceability

tify high-level events that have significance from the business perspective, e.g., a
low-level event indicating database access might not be so interesting, however, a
combination of events that indicate completion of a specific business activity is of
more interest to business actors.
As a business process is executed, events are emitted that represent the state in the
progress of the business process. In a large scale SOA, multiple instances of different business processes execute concurrently, resulting in the emission of an interwoven sequence of events. The event processing engine has a sequential view of these
events as they arrive at its interface. In order to process these events, the event processing engine is configured with queries based on a number of factors like the type
of event, the data contained within the event, or the expected patterns of events. Typically queries for configuring the engine are defined in an Event Processing Language
(EPL). These EPL statements are similar to Structured Query Languages (SQL) for
database querying. The statements instruct the engine on which events, event data,
or patterns of events to search for in an event stream. For example, the query shown
in the inset of Figure 5.4 enables the engine to identify a business activity D from a
stream of events.
The queries enable the correlation of events and identification of a particular group
of business events within a specific process instance. In Figure 5.4, we see the pattern of events 8-9-10 matches activity D of a process instance. Further filtering of
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Fig. 5.4: EPL query

events is performed through comparison of their parameters. In the example, we use
the subscript x as a parameter to indicate that these events belong to the same process
instance. The WHERE clause performs a more fine-grained selection of events based
on related parameters, for example, the process instance. Within the same stream,
there are other events that belong to different process instances. Therefore, using
such filtering mechanisms we are able to separate events into different business activities in their distinct process instances. Finally, these business-events are passed
on to a BI component to make the necessary compliance checks and decisions on
actions to take.
Combining the low-level and high-level events with runtime access to a model repository, we provide information to enable compliance detection tasks. Business events
represent the execution progress of a process instance and, in addition, provide a
UUID to its process model. The UUIDs enable querying of the model repository,
for retrieval of additional information that is not directly accessible to the event
processing engine, but is required for compliance detection.

5.4 Case Study
In this section we present details of the case study introduced in Section 5.2 that
deals with monitoring for compliance in the mobile number portability (MNP) process. We demonstrate how we use our approach to achieve a model-aware, eventbased monitoring solution, that checks for compliance at runtime. In the first step,
we need to annotate the process models with compliance data. We do not present
details concerning the MDD environment, however, it is important to note that when
the executable processes are generated from the process models, UUIDs are incor-
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porated into them to allow for unique identification of the models. Following this
we define relevant EPLs that enable filtering of the low-level events to high-level,
business events. We consider one of the compliance requirements that relates to the
quality of service (QoS) regarding the MNP process, i.e., the portability needs to be
performed within three (3) days (cf. Table 5.1).

5.4.1 Annotating Business Process Models with Compliance
Concerns
Figure 5.5 illustrates an excerpt of a compliance model with concepts from
the compliance domain. In this domain compliance experts derive Compliance
Requirements from Compliance Sources. Such sources refer to national, European, or international regulations and laws or internal policies. For realizing the
compliance to requirements, Controls are employed together with Compliance
Rules. The latter formalize the requirements for a control in a way suitable for the
BI to check the compliance of a system. Using Controls, Compliance Targets
such as Business Processes, activities (BP Activities), and external Web
Services can be annotated.
In our work we use name-based matching for such annotations. That is, model elements from different models that contain the same name are matched. Thus, a
process P with the name MNP in a model M1 can be annotated exogenously by a
compliance model M2 . In this model a control C references a named element with
the same name MNP. Please note, that our approach is not limited to name-based
matching. Any form of annotation or direct relation from compliance controls to
compliance targets is possible in order to specify compliance concerns for business
processes.
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Fig. 5.5: Excerpt of a compliance model
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For the generation of process definitions, instances of the process and compliance
models are taken as inputs. The M ORSE builder service realizes this generation step
of the model-driven development process by weaving traceability information into
the code. This traceability information is stored as a traceability matrix that relates
code elements to the UUIDs of the model(-element)s.
The traceability matrix was realized as a BPEL extension (see also Section 5.3.2.1)4.
We modified the Apache ODE [41] BPEL process engine so that events from the
engine contain the UUIDs as specified in the BPEL extension. That is, if a BPEL
event for an activity is raised by the engine it would contain the correlating UUIDs
for the activity as specified in the traceability matrix.

5.4.2 Event Processing
In order to detect business events of interest, a CEP engine is configured automatically with EPL rules or statements that specify event types, event data, and patterns
of events to detect at runtime. The CEP engine observes a stream of low-level events
emitted by the process execution engine and deduces that a particular business event
has occurred.
In our MNP process, a number of low-level events are emitted by the Apache ODE
process engine in response to the execution of the different process steps. The events
contain, among other things, the process engine’s internal identifier of the process
instance (processID), a URL of the process engine, and UUIDs of the models and
model-elements that relate to the process and process elements. Using the low-level
events, we monitor that the Execute Number Porting activity occurred before we
can alert of the need to check for compliance. We have the simple EPL statements
illustrated in Figure 5.6, that show how such an event combination can be monitored
with CEP. The EPL statement emits a business event corresponding to the Execute
Number Porting activity. This event includes the process identifier and a UUID
indicating the target model to be checked in the repository.
INSERT INTO ExecuteNumberPortEvent(pid, sUUID, eUUID)
SELECT StartEvent.pid,
StartEvent.UUID,
EndEvent.UUID
FROM ActivityExecStartEvent as StartEvent,
ActivityExecEndEvent as EndEvent
WHERE StartEvent.pid = EndEvent.pid AND
StartEvent(id = 'executeNumberPort')

Fig. 5.6: Number portability EPL

4

Following a model-driven approach we profit from the abstraction and platform independent
models. That is, although we realized support for the generation of BPEL code, our approach is
not limited to this technology but support for other process languages can be developed.
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Since the UUIDs of the business process models and model elements are embedded in the events, we send them to the BI component that uses them to query the
M ORSE repository in order to look up more information concerning the process. We
present the types of tasks that would be expected from such a BI component in the
next section.

5.4.3 Compliance Checking
The compliance checks are performed by a BI component that receives business
events from the CEP engine. The BI component uses the event type and UUID
data in order to determine what compliance concerns have to be checked, and in
case of compliance violations consequently what actions to invoke. As the Execute
Number Porting activity executes, the process execution engine emits low-level
events to the CEP engine, e.g., when a process activity is started. However, when
the combination of two process engine events ActivityExecStartEvent and
ActivityExecEndEvent, have occurred, the CEP engine recognizes this as a business event Execute Number Portability, and alerts the BI component the occurrence of this business event.
For realization of the compliance checking, we assume that the process engine exposes an API for querying process instance data, e.g., variables of a process instance.
The BI component consumes the business event, looks up the compliance metadata
model from the repository and requests process-instance data, i.e., the time, the activities have been performed, from the process engine. With this information, i.e.,
by reflecting on the compliance model and process instance data, a violation of the
compliance requirement as stated in Table 5.1 can be determined. Finally, if a violation was detected, a compensation action can be initiated. For example, the Cell
Phone Operator may account free credits to the customer as a compensation to the
tardy number porting.

5.5 Discussion
In this section we motivate some advantages and limitations of our model-aware,
event-based monitoring approach.
First of all, with the M ORSE approach we expand the usage of models and propagate
them from the design time to the runtime. That is, models are not only used for describing business processes and specifying compliance concerns during design time
but they are related to during runtime, using automatically embedded traceability information, and used for the compliance checks. Coupled with an event-based (CEP)
approach, a business intelligence profits from accessing and reflecting on the models. That is, having defined abstraction levels, the conceptual models are suitable for
the required reflections.
Upon the detection of a compliance violation, the user typically wants to understand
which process has caused the violation and why. With M ORSE the user can access
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the process model that has caused the violation. However, the process model in
general is not the only relevant information or not the root cause of the violation.
Other models such as a compliance model that annotates the process model might
carry the answer to the violation; hence, they are accessed, too. Examples are the
model specifying the compliance rule that has been violated or the models of the
processes that have invoked the process leading to the violation. Finally, once the
root cause has been identified, it is likely that the user will fix the affected models.
Then, the corrected models should from then on be used for new instances of the
business processes. Here, a transparent versioning support as realized by M ORSE
is crucial, as it is typically not possible to automatically migrate running process
instances from one model to another. Old model versions are supported as long as
instances of them are running, unless the execution of such instances is halted.
Event-based (CEP) monitoring solutions usually receive large volumes of events.
Typically, these solutions do not persist long-running information about process executions. This limits the size of the window of events, over which these solutions
are able to store and process data regarding process executions – processing a large
window size would require lots of computing resources. In our approach, we embed traceability information, i.e. identifiers to models and model-elements, in the
process events. In this way, the CEP engine is still able to identify interesting business events, and in a further step, relevant information concerning the entire process
model and process instance data can be retrieved by a business intelligence (BI) component. For instance, the BI can lookup process and annotating compliance models
such as compliance requirements and rules at M ORSE as well as process-instance
data from the process engine. Additionally, we believe that size of events is kept to
a minimum when we use traceability information that allows later querying.
Because compliance rules are looked up by the BI, they may dynamically change
during runtime without the need to adapt the CEP. For example, the BI may want to
consider the latest requirements when determining the compliance. In other circumstances processes only need to comply to the set of requirements as effective during
instantiation. Both scenarios are supported with M ORSE, that realizes a transparent
versioning of models.
There is a clear separation of the CEP engine, that task is to identify interesting
events, and the BI, that reasons about the compliant execution. Thus, the CEP does
not need to comprise the logic from the BI but its configuration is kept simple and
therefore is manageable. In contrast, the BI unit focuses on determining the compliant execution. It does so by, first, retrieving all relevant information and, second,
reason about it.
One of the main limitations we view with our approach at the moment, is that for
some scenarios it is not readily applicable to support long-running monitoring at
the process instance level – this would require access to process instance variables.
We currently assume existence of a query interface on the process engine, which
provides access to this information.
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Our approach assumes that model-driven engineering is used for the development of
the system. That is, the business process definitions (BPEL code) and the traceability matrix (BPEL extension for the M ORSE traceability) are generated from models.
It is possible to introduce our approach into a non-model-driven project (e.g., as a
first step into model-driven development). For that, existing business process definitions would be manually extended and related to compliance models. In this case the
traceability matrix would only relate elements from the process definition to compliance models but not process models. This would limit the business intelligence
in case the latter models are needed as well.
Finally, our approach introduces some complexity to the system. That is, in addition
to the process engine we employ a M ORSE repository, a CEP engine, and a business
intelligence.

5.6 Related Work
Some of the work related to integrated event-based monitoring solutions are now
presented. In addition we relate to work in the field of requirements monitoring.
Finally, we mention on various model repositories and compare to M ORSE.

5.6.1 Related Work on Event-based Monitoring
Event-based support of process executions has been previously researched [12, 22].
Casati and Discenza [12] proposes extending workflow models with the capability
to specify points at which events can be raised during the workflow execution. This
is a similar idea to the events raised by the process engine in our approach, except
that in our case, the engine would emit a fixed set of events (process started, process
end); in their approach, the user has greater control over the types of events emitted
and when an event should be emitted. Their approach also proposes an event service
that can filter and correlate events to dispatch them to other workflow models. The
main difference in our approach is the use of the model repository to provide extra
information concerning process models. Hagen and Alonso [22] use events for direct communication between processes. A process instance exchanges an event with
another process instance, to make decisions on how to proceed with the execution.
In the MOSES approach and framework [11], process models (e.g., BPEL) are fed
into the system – these models are required to fulfill certain criteria. The system
builds a behavioral model which is used in optimization calculations. Monitoring at
runtime observes the system and the optimization calculations to decide on adaptation. The monitoring, however, is not based on events, and the process models fed
into the system are from external entities, hence necessitating model verification.
On the other hand the approach provides adaptation based on per instance variables.
A similar idea to the MOSES approach is proposed by Cappiello et al. [10], where
quality attributes are monitored to determine adaptation. The difference is that this
approach proposes predictive adaptation.
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5.6.2 Related Work on Requirements Monitoring
While particular monitoring infrastructures can be integrated with M ORSE and used
for the compliance checking, our work particularly focuses on relating to models,
the monitored systems have been generated from. Thus, our work makes such models accessible at runtime. Note, that not only, e.g., process models but also compliance concern models are managed by M ORSE. This allows for the novel and direct
linkage and correlation of model-driven system and requirements models. In this
section we refer and relate to work in the areas of runtime requirements-monitoring.
Feather et al. [20] discuss an architecture and a development process for monitoring system requirements at runtime. It builds on work on goal-driven requirements
engineering [17] and runtime requirements monitoring [14].
Skene and Emmerich [39] apply MDD technologies for producing runtime requirements monitoring systems. This is, required behavior is modeled and code is generated for, e.g., the eventing infrastructure. Finally, a metadata repository collects
system data and runs consistency checks to discover violations. While in our work
we also showcase the generation of code for the eventing infrastructure (see Section 5.3.2), our approach assumes an existent monitoring infrastructure. In case of
a violation the M ORSE approach not only allows us to relate to requirement models
but also to the models of the monitored system.
Chowdhary et al. [13] present a MDD framework and methodology for creating
Business Performance Management (BPM) solutions. This is, a guideline is described for implementing complex BPM solutions using an MDD approach. Also,
with inter alia the specification of BPM requirements and goals the framework provides runtime support for (generating) the eventing infrastructure, data warehouse,
and dashboard. The presented approach allows for the monitoring and analysis of
business processes in respect of their performance. Thus, similarly to our approach,
compliance concerns such as quality of service concerns as found in service level
agreements can be specified and monitored by the framework. Besides the monitoring of business processes and service-based systems in general, our approach
particularly focuses on also relating to conceptual models of the systems from the
runtime, not only their requirements. As a consequence, the system and end-users
can directly relate to the MDD artifacts of a system in case of a violation. This
allows for the subsequent reflection, adaptation, and evolution of the system. In
contrast, the BPM solution supports compensation, i.e., the execution of business
actions according to a decision map.
Another model-based design for the runtime monitoring of quality of service aspects
is presented by Ahluwalia et al. [1]. Particularly, an interaction domain model and
an infrastructure for the monitoring of deadlines are illustrated. In this approach,
system functions are abstracted from interacting components. While a model-driven
approach is applied for code generation, the presented model of system services is
only related to these in a sense that it reflects them. This is, it is not a source model
for the model-driven development of the services. In contrast, M ORSE manages and
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is aware of the real models, systems are generated from. This allows for root cause
analysis and evolution of as demonstrated in the presented case study.

5.6.3 Related Work on Model Repositories
Besides the monitoring of runtime requirements in form of compliance concern
models, the M ORSE approach particularly focuses on the management of models
of service-based systems and their accessibility during runtime. Particularly, it targets at integration with services and – as presented in this work – facilitates modelaware monitoring. For this reason, a model repository with versioning capabilities
is deployed (see Section 5.3.2). It abstracts from modeling technologies and its
UUID-based implementation allows for a straightforward identification of models
and model elements.
Other model repositories primarily aim at model-based tool integration. ModelBus [40], e.g., addresses the heterogeneity and distribution of model tools and realizes transparent model update. Designed as an open environment, ModelBus focuses
on integrating functionality such as model verification, transformation, or testing
into a service bus.
Odyssey-VCS 2 [36] is an EMF based model repository after initially relying on the
NetBeans Metadata Repository [32]. Odyssey-VCS 2 [36] and AMOR [2, 7] particularly have a focus on the versioning aspect of model management (see also [3]),
e.g., for the conflict resolution in collaborative development (cf. [8]).
These works mainly focus on the design time. M ORSE, in contrast, focuses on runtime services and processes and their integration, e.g., through monitoring, with the
repository and builds on the simple identification for making models accessible at
runtime. Instead of aiming at reconciling a multitude of modeling tools’ languages
and the integration of arbitrary (legacy) tools, M ORSE also concentrates on some
selective concepts such as relations between models. The M ORSE repository abstracts from technologies, focuses on MDD projects, and targets at integration with
services.

5.7 Conclusion
We propose a model-aware approach for runtime monitoring of business compliance
in process-driven SOAs. Our approach leverages a model repository and event-based
monitoring. Business process models are stored in a model repository that can be
queried. The process models are uniquely identifiable, and relations between process
models can also be discovered. During execution a process engine emits low-level
events, embedded with a reference to the process models. These low-level events are
correlated into high-level business events that trigger compliance checking actions.
Any additional information required for compliance checks is retrievable through
the query interface of our M ORSE repository.
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With the model-aware monitoring for SOAs we have presented a novel and generic
approach of how to relate system models and system requirements models. In the
context of compliance monitoring for example and by relating processes and process activities to compliance models a business intelligence has reacher means of
analyzing the runtime process execution as dynamic reflection on the models and
related models becomes possible.
Our approach supports compliance checking by combining the power of CEP techniques, which work best in a limited processing window, and the model querying
capabilities from a model repository to provide a wider context of information from
the models. At the moment, for context information regarding a process model, we
provide M ORSE. However, at the process instance level, we assume the possibility to query an event processing engine. Our future work shall look into how such
a querying interface can be provided for an engine, to manage queries at process
instance level.
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